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 Description  Description 

Help athletes work on their footwork with these Port a Pit Multi-Height Flex Hurdles, which areHelp athletes work on their footwork with these Port a Pit Multi-Height Flex Hurdles, which are
suited for agility training in a variety of sports, such as basketball, football and track and field.suited for agility training in a variety of sports, such as basketball, football and track and field.
Whether athletes need to work on plyometric jumps or are running drills, the hurdles offer twoWhether athletes need to work on plyometric jumps or are running drills, the hurdles offer two
different heights to allow athletes to develop a versatile set of skills that will come in handydifferent heights to allow athletes to develop a versatile set of skills that will come in handy
when competing on the court or playing field. The lightweight, flexible PVC construction is easywhen competing on the court or playing field. The lightweight, flexible PVC construction is easy
to carry, so coaches and gym teachers have no problem preparing the field for practice.to carry, so coaches and gym teachers have no problem preparing the field for practice.

PVC construction offers lightweight flexibility that absorbs impact and is easy to set upPVC construction offers lightweight flexibility that absorbs impact and is easy to set up

Folding legs adjust to 6 in. or 12 in. high for use in a range of differing drills andFolding legs adjust to 6 in. or 12 in. high for use in a range of differing drills and
exercisesexercises

Great for running drills or plyometric jumps to give athletes a chance to boost, developGreat for running drills or plyometric jumps to give athletes a chance to boost, develop
or hone their quickness and agility on the playing field or courtor hone their quickness and agility on the playing field or court

Includes 4 hurdlesIncludes 4 hurdles
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Specifications:Specifications:

Activity: Basketball, Football, Track & FieldActivity: Basketball, Football, Track & Field

Brand: Port a PitBrand: Port a Pit

Material: PVCMaterial: PVC

Quantity: 4Quantity: 4

Brand:Port a PitBrand:Port a Pit
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:SETUnit:SET
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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